We present a method for estimating spatial and temporal numerical errors in scalar outputs of unsteady fluid dynamics simulations using a continuous-in-time adjoint solution and general time-integration methods. A continuous formulation decouples the primal and adjoint temporal discretizations and allows the use of standard time-integration schemes for the adjoint. For non-variational methods, a scheme-agnostic temporal reconstruction of the primal and adjoint solutions replaces the functional representation in between time nodes. Finally, projection of the adjoint to a semi-refined space yields separate measures of the errors in space and time, which then drive adaptive refinement of the spatial and temporal discretizations. Results for the Euler equations and the compressible Navier-Stokes equations demonstrate accuracy of the error estimates and effectiveness of the adaptation.
I. Introduction
Solution-adaptive methods can dramatically improve the robustness and efficiency of computational fluid dynamics simulations through error estimates and optimized meshes. In an outputbased setting, mesh resolution is automatically dictated by an error estimate for a scalar output of interest, such as a force component or solution integral. Much work has been done in this area for steady problems, typically with finite-volume and finite-element methods. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Unsteady problems pose additional implementation challenges and computational costs, namely in the solution of the unsteady adjoint, which drives the adaptation. However, output-based adaptive methods have been extended to such problems, with various adaptation mechanics, including static-mesh, dynamic-mesh, space-only, and combined space-time 9-17 refinements.
A variational unsteady discretization, such as a finite-element method in space and time, puts output error estimation on a sound theoretical foundation. 7 In this case, the adjoint solution, which is at the core of output-based methods, can be solved using a discrete approach in which the adjoint equations are obtained systematically from the primal discrete system by transposing the operator. This is the approach taken in many previous works. 9, 10, [15] [16] [17] While the same approach can be applied to non-variational discretizations, it has pitfalls as the relationship between the resulting discrete adjoint coefficients and the underlying continuous adjoint solution may not be clear, making difficult the computation of the adjoint-weighted residual error estimate and the application of approximate adjoint solvers that rely on smoothness of the adjoint solution.
On the other hand, non-variational methods are ubiquitous for time integration of unsteady problems. Multi-step and multi-stage methods dominate such simulations, due to their simplicity and generally lower computational cost compared to variational methods. Extension of outputbased methods to such discretizations would therefore increase their utility, and this is the motivation for the present paper. Some work in this area has already been done, 12, 14 with scheme-specific algorithms for computing or approximating the fine-space discrete adjoint and linear or splinebased interpolation of solutions between time nodes. In this work we take a step back and derive a general approach for error estimation, through a continuous-in-time adjoint solution that accommodates nearly arbitrary time integration methods. We also show how to separate the error into contributions from the spatial and temporal discretizations.
In the remainder of this paper we first introduce our discretization (Section II), which is variational in space but non necessarily in time. This section also shows the derivation of the continuousin-time adjoint equation, which is used in the output-error estimates in Section III. Section IV outlines the error localization and space-time mesh optimization procedure. Finally, Section V presents results that demonstrate the adaptive method for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations.
II. Governing Equations and Discretization
We simulate the compressible Navier-Stokes equations,
where u ∈ R s = [ρ, ρ v, ρE] is the conservative state vector of rank s, and F(u, ∇u) = F conv (u) + F visc (u, ∇u) is the total flux, consisting of the convective and viscous components. We discretize this equation in space and time separately, using a semi-discrete approach, as outlined in this section.
II.A. Spatial Discretization
We employ a discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite-element method in space. Denote by T h the set of N elem elements in a non-overlapping tessellation of the domain Ω. In DG, the state is approximated by polynomials of order p e on each element, with no continuity constraints imposed on the approximations on adjacent elements. Formally,
u| Ωe ∈ P pe ∀Ω e ∈ T h } , and P pe denotes polynomials of order p e on an element Ω e . The weak form of Eqn. 1 follows from multiplying the equation by test functions in the same approximation space, integrating by parts, and coupling elements via unique fluxes. We use the Roe approximate Riemann solver 18 for the convective flux, and the second form of Bassi and Rebay (BR2) 19 for the viscous flux. Choosing a basis for the test and trial spaces yields a system of ordinary differential equations,R
where M is the mass matrix, U ∈ R N is the discrete state vector of basis function coefficients, R is the discrete spatial residual vector, andR is the strong-form unsteady residual.
II.B. Temporal Discretization
We consider general marching schemes for advancing the system of ODEs in Eqn. 2 in time from t = 0 to t = T . We do not assume a specific form for the time discretization and only require that the method advances the state one time step, ∆t: from time node n to n+ 1, i.e. U n → U n+1 . This encompasses both variational time integrators, based on a weak-form in time, and non-variational integrators such as traditional multi-step and multi-stage methods. In this work we show results for a backwards-difference multi-step method (BDF2), implicit Runge-Kutta methods (DIRK3, DIRK4, ESDIRK5), and a split Adams-Moulton method (SAMF3). Appendix A presents the details of these schemes.
II.C. Continuous-in-Time Adjoint
Consider an unsteady output of the form
where J and J T are functions of the spatial distribution of the state via the discrete coefficients U. Note that J T is a function of only the final-time state, U(T ). The continuous-in-time adjoint, Ψ(t), is the sensitivity ofJ to source perturbations in the unsteady residual,R, in Eqn. 2. To derive the equation for Ψ(t), we define a Lagrangian
Integrating the first term in the integral by parts, substituting Eqn. 3, and requiring stationarity of the Lagrangian with respect to permissible state variations, δU, gives
The middle term at t = 0 drops out since the initial condition on the primal fully constrains the state there, so δU = 0 at t = 0. The remaining terms yield the adjoint differential equation (from the time integrand, transposed),
and the terminal condition (from the t = T terms),
Due to the terminal condition, the adjoint is solved backwards in time, from t = T to t = 0, using a time-integration method of choice, which need not be the same as that for the primal. We note that when marching backwards in time, it is useful to define τ = T − t and to rewrite Eqn. 6 in a form similar to the primal,
where R Ψ is the adjoint residual. In terms of τ , the unsteady adjoint equation takes the same form as the primal equation, Eqn. 2, and this simplifies the application of general time-marching schemes.
II.D. Temporal Reconstruction
For nonlinear problems, the adjoint residual in Eqn. 8 depends on the primal state U. In multistage time integration, the residual must be evaluated at times in between the time nodes, but U is not directly available at these time locations; at least not when using general non-variational time integrators, where only the nodal states are saved. The same situation occurs in error estimation, where both the primal and adjoint are required in between time nodes for integrating the adjointweighted residual. In this work we evaluate the primal/adjoint in between time nodes using a temporal reconstruction with a prescribed order of accuracy.
Without loss of generality, we present the reconstruction for the primal solution. Re-arranging the semi-discrete form in Eqn. 2 (Eqn. 8 for the adjoint), we can evaluate the state slope,
Hence, the slope in time requires a residual evaluation at a known state. Suppose that we have the states at the endpoints of a time interval, t n and t n+1 , from a general time-marching scheme.
A simple reconstruction is a linear connection of the states, though this only gives second-order accuracy. We can improve the accuracy by applying Eqn. 9 to evaluate the slopes at the endpoints, and using these four pieces of information reconstruct a cubic solution in time, as shown in Figure 1 .
two new slopes for quintic reconstruction Figure 1 . Illustration of solution reconstruction on a time interval. High-order approximations can be constructed using slope information readily available from residual evaluations.
Furthermore, we can gain additional accuracy by applying Eqn. 9 yet again, in between the time nodes, starting with the reconstructed cubic solution. The locations of slope calculations are not fixed, and we use quadrature points to allow for reuse of residual evaluations when integrating, e.g. during error estimation. For two quadrature points, we evaluate the cubic at the two points and apply Eqn. 9 to obtain the slopes there. With these additional two pieces of information, we can reconstruct a quintic solution in time. However, as the original state came from a cubic reconstruction, the order of accuracy of this quintic will only be one higher than a cubic, i.e. fifth order. To obtain sixth-order accuracy, we simply iterate the process, using the current approximation to re-evaluate the slopes at the two middle points, which then yields a new approximation. Just one such iteration will yield the expected sixth-order convergence rates, but an additional iteration will further lower the errors. Table 1 shows results from a numerical test of the reconstruction for a scalar governed by the ordinary differential equation du dt = u 2 . Reconstruction is performed over one interval, [0, ∆t] , and the error is defined as
The results show the optimal fourth-order convergence for the cubic reconstruction, and sixth-order convergence for the quintic reconstruction with at least one iteration. Table 1 . Errors and orders of accuracy of time-step reconstruction of a sample scalar problem, using endpoint values and slopes only (cubic) and additional interior slopes and n iterations (quintic-n).
III. Output Error Estimation
An adjoint solution can be used to estimate the numerical error in the corresponding output of interest,J, through the adjoint-weighted residual. 2, 7 Consider first only temporal error, which is the numerical error arising from the discretization in time. Denote by U H (t) the approximate primal solution obtained from a chosen time integration method and time step size. If we had the exact unsteady adjoint solution, Ψ(t), we could use Eqn. 4 to estimate the error inJ,
where δU ≡ U H − U is the state error, andR(U H ) ≈ ∂R ∂U (δU) is the generally nonzero unsteady residual obtained from the approximate primal. In practice, the exact adjoint is not available and must be approximated in a fine space, denoted by subscript h, which in our work is a higher-order time integration method. Numerical error due to the spatial discretization can be measured by also refining the spatial discretization. In the present work this is accomplished by increasing the spatial order of the DG discretization by one. The final form of the error estimate is
where U H h is the injection of the primal from space H to space h. In the spatial domain, this is a pure injection to higher order: p → p + 1. In the temporal domain, this involves a sufficientlyaccurate reconstruction over the time interval, e.g. cubic for DIRK3 or DIRK4. The integral in Eqn. 11 is a summation of integrals over time intervals, each performed with quadrature. Temporal reconstruction of the fine-space adjoint yields the adjoint at the quadrature points.
The output error estimate in Eqn. 11 can be separated into spatial and temporal components by selectively refining the fine space only in space or only in time. Specifically, we obtain the temporal error, δJ time , by projecting the fine-space adjoint, Ψ h , spatially back down to order p and recalculating the error via Eqn. 11 with the projected adjoint. As non-variational time integrators do not support a straightforward projection, we do not use a similar approach for the spatial error. Instead, we define δJ space ≡ δJ − δJ time .
IV. Adaptation
To improve accuracy of the output prediction, we adapt the spatial and temporal discretizations. In this section, we discuss how the error is localized to provide an indicator, and how the discretization refinement (or coarsening) is applied.
IV.A. Error Localization
The error estimate in Eqn. 11 is a time integral of an inner product between vectors that contain spatially-local data specific to each element. We can rewrite the output error as
where N t is the number of time steps, N e is the number of elements, and the subscript e on the adjoint and residual denotes restriction to element e. The underbrace defines ε n e , the error contribution of element e during time step n. The temporal error contribution is estimated by using a spatially down-projected adjoint,
where I h H is a least-squares spatial projection operator, specifically from order p e + 1 to order p e on element e. Note that the residual is evaluated on the spatially-coarse approximation space, using the coarse primal solution U H .
The spatial error for element e at time step n is then defined as ε n,space e ≡ ε n e − ε n,time e
. For static spatial mesh adaptation, we use the aggregate spatial error, which for element e is 
IV.B. Adaptive Mechanics and Optimization
The localized error estimates guide refinement or coarsening of the spatial and temporal discretizations. In this work we consider a uniform temporal discretization, where all time steps are of the same size, ∆t = T /N t . In space, we use order adaptation or hanging-node mesh refinement. The adaptation relies on models of how the spatial and temporal errors behave with refinement, and of the cost of these refinements. For the cost, we use the total number of space-time degrees of freedom,
where n(p e ) is the number of spatial degrees for an element of order p e , and n r is the number of temporal degrees of freedom, i.e. system solves, per time step. For example, BDF2 has n r = 1, while DIRK schemes have n r = n stage , the number of stages.
For the error, we use a simple a priori model based on the degrees of freedom,
where d is the spatial dimension, p is the average spatial order in the mesh, and r is the formal order of accuracy of the time integration scheme.
We consider a space-time distribution of degrees of freedom optimal if the marginal error reduction per cost increase is the same between the spatial and temporal discretizations. If this were not the case, we could further reduce the error with no cost increase by reallocating degrees of freedom between the spatial and temporal discretizations. For one adaptive iteration, define growth factors f space and f time in the spatial and temporal degrees of freedom, respectively, so that the changes in the costs are
where the subscript 0 indicates values in the unrefined mesh. Similarly, the changes in the errors are, from Eqn. 16,
To determine f space and f time , we require equal marginal error to cost ratios, λ space = λ time , where
This is one equation for two variables, and the second equation is a constraint on the growth of the total degrees of freedom: f space f time = f tot , where f tot is a growth factor prescribed by the user. Substituting the error and cost models into the expressions for λ space and λ time , we obtain the following solution:
This equation appropriately adjusts the spatial and temporal refinement fractions to make equal the marginal error to cost ratio of the two refinement options. Depending on the ratio of the spatial and temporal errors, either the spatial or the temporal mesh will be refined more, and in some cases one of the meshes could be coarsened.
V. Results
In this section, we demonstrate the effectivity of the error estimate and the efficiency of the adapted space-time meshes on two test cases. Figure 3 shows the results of the present adjoint-based adaptive approach applied to various starting meshes and adaptive mechanics. "tri-p" refers to order refinement on the 216-element triangular mesh, starting with p = 1, while "quad-h" refers to hanging-node refinement of quadrilaterals, starting with the 108-element mesh. The degrees of freedom were measured as the total number of space-time unknowns, and growth factors of f tot = 1.5, 2.0 were used for the triangular and quadrilateral refinements, respectively. In the legend labels, N t refers to the number of time steps on the initial mesh.
V.A. Euler Vortex Propagation
For error calculation, the exact/truth solution was computed on a p = 6 quadrilateral mesh with N t = 80 time steps of ESDIRK5. From the figure, we see that although the adaptive refinements beat the corresponding uniform refinements, the differences are not overly large. This is in part because the flow in this case is smooth, with no sharp features requiring extra resolution, and because the vortex passes through a large portion of the domain, which ends up targeted for refinement with our static approach. However, we can use these results for verification, since also shown in the figure are the output values corrected with the error estimates available at every adaptive iteration. These corrected outputs are shown as dashed lines, and they converge faster than the original outputs, which indicates that the error estimation approach is effective at identifying the space-time error. Even for this smooth verification case, the corrected values show a significant improvement over uniform refinement in terms of the degrees of freedom required to achieve a given error tolerance. Finally, Figure 4 shows the order distribution for the order-adaptive triangular case, and the mesh for the hanging node adaptive quadrilateral case. Both are shown at the fourth adaptive iteration. The regions targeted for refinement are similar: the path of the vortex and the top boundary, on which the output is measured. 
V.B. Heaving Airfoil
This case consists of a modified NACA 0012 airfoil undergoing pure heaving (plunge) motion in viscous flow governed by the compressible Navier-Stokes equations (γ = 1.4, P r = 0.72, constant viscosity). The modified NACA 0012 geometry has a closed trailing edge,
The initial condition is a steady state solve at free-stream Mach number M ∞ = 0.2 and Reynolds number Re = 1000. We use convenient units in which the airfoil chord is c = 1 and the free-stream density and speed are unity, so that the free-stream conservative state vector is
Full-state boundary conditions are imposed on the farfield boundary, which is 100 chord-lengths away. The mesh, shown in Figure 5a , consists of 664 triangles, curved to quartic geometry representation on the boundary. Following a steady-state solve for initialization, the unsteady simulation begins with a plunge motion in which the vertical displacement is given by h(t) = t 2 (3 − t)/4, t ∈ [0, T ], and T = 2. The output of interest is a weighted time-integral of the lift force on the airfoil,
where w(t) = exp(−30(t − 1) 2 ) is a temporal weight function whose role is to make the output smooth in time, and L(t) is the instantaneous lift (vertical) force on the airfoil. Figure 5 shows Mach number contours in the flow at various times during the unsteady simulation. The combined motion of the airfoil disturbs both the boundary layer, wake, and a sizable portion of the flow below the airfoil. In addition, adjoint contours show, at two different times, the sensitivities of the output to source perturbations in the conservation of energy equation. Figure 6 shows the convergence of the error in the weighted lift integral output, using the current adjoint-based approach compared to uniform refinement. At every stage of uniform refinement, the order of each element is increased by 1, and the number of time steps is doubled. The initial solution is on a p = 1 mesh with N t = 12 time steps. Two sets of adaptive refinements are shown, one using DIRK3, and one using a split Adams-Moulton method, SAMF3, for the primal solve. In both cases, the continuous fine-space adjoint is solved using ESDIRK5 on an order-refined mesh in which the spatial order is incremented by 1 on each element. The growth factor for the total number of space-time degrees of freedom per adaptive iteration is set to f tot = 1.5. The exact solution was computed on a p = 6 mesh with N t = 80 time steps of ESDIRK5. As shown in Figure 6 , the output-based adaptive simulations beat uniform order refinement in error convergence with degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the availability of the space-time error estimate allows for a correction to be applied to the output values at each adaptive iteration. The resulting corrected outputs, shown as dashed lines, converge faster than the outputs, indicating effectivity of the error estimates, and provide significant savings versus uniform refinement in the degrees of freedom required to achieve a low error tolerance.
Finally, Figure 7 shows the spatial distributions of element orders for several adaptive iterations of the DIRK3 run. As expected, we see order refinement near the airfoil, generally for the larger elements. However, not all regions are targeted equally, as evidenced by the presence of low-order elements around the airfoil, especially over the upper surface.
VI. Conclusions
We present an approach for estimating numerical errors in outputs of unsteady fluid dynamics simulations using a continuous-in-time adjoint solution and general time-integration methods. The decoupling of the primal and adjoint temporal discretizations removes constraints on the choice of the adjoint time integration scheme and allows for standard schemes to be used for the adjoint. The error estimation uses a scheme-agnostic temporal reconstruction of the primal and adjoint to obtain consistent and high-order representations of the primal and adjoint solutions within each time step. We separate spatial and temporal error contributions by projecting the fine-space adjoint down to a coarse spatial discretization and recalculating the error estimate. The resulting spatial and temporal error estimates drive an adaptive procedure in which the spatial mesh and time-step size are refined or coarsened to produce an optimal space-time mesh. Results for the Euler equations and the compressible Navier-Stokes equations demonstrate accuracy of the error estimates and effectiveness of the adaptation.
ESDIRK5 is a seven-stage, fifth-order scheme that takes the same form. Coefficients for this scheme can be found in. 24 Finally, we also employ schemes of the split Adams-Moulton family (SAMF). 25 These methods consists of two stages, the first of which is a predictor, For the initial time steps of this multi-step scheme, we use DIRK3.
